
Veterinarian Release Form 

Caretaker Name: ___________________________________  Phone: ___________________ 

Address: _______________________________________________________________________ 

To be eligible for the subsidised neutering program, I understand reduced fee spay/neuter 
is available solely for wild/stray unowned cats. And, I certify to the best of my 
knowledge that this cat is unowned. If asked, I would be willing to give it up for adoption. 

I certify that this cat has NOT EATEN on the day of surgery. 

I understand the risk that all animals face when undergoing anaesthesia, and will hold this 
veterinarian, Animal Advocacy and its members harmless should a cat not survive surgery, or 
experience complication afterwards. Veterinarians and Animal Advocacy are not 
responsible for additional medical treatment or aftercare of this cat. Any cat that is 
deemed to be too ill or fatally injured may be humanely euthanased at the discretion of the 
veterinarian. Cats/kittens too ill for surgery or not meeting the veterinarian’s criteria for 
participation in this program may be rejected for surgery. 

I understand that the cat will have approximately ¼ inch of its left ear tipped to mark it as 
'fixed' and that it will be dewormed, defleaed and health checked (unless deemed 
inappropriate by veterinarian). 

I promise to provide appropriate post-surgical care for this cat as set forth in the 
instructions attached to this form. I promise to provide this cat with sufficient food and 
water and necessary care on a regular basis when it is returned to the location from which it 
was taken. 

I agree to pay all fees as set forth above for additional medical treatment requested by me. 

Caretaker’s signature: _______________________________ Date: ____________ 
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Post Surgical Care For Feral Cat 
Spays/Neuters 

ACCOMMODATIONS

All feral cats should be kept in their cages until they are ready for release. Always keep the 
cage covered with a towel to help calm the cat. They will still be recovering from the 
anaesthesia and must be kept somewhere warm and covered in a protected place, such as a 
garage or covered porch. Clean litter trays and provide food and water twice daily, always 
using the the hospital cage divider to ensure the cat has no access to you, or to escape. Check 
the cat periodically to make sure it's breathing and is not bleeding heavily. Heavy bleeding is 
not a common thing to happen. If you have concerns about the cat, call the vet who performed 
the surgery, or contact an emergency veterinarian in your area.  

FOOD & WATER

The anaesthesia may cause nausea. Therefore food & water should not be offered until 
the cat is fully awake. For cats older than 4 months, food should be offered eight hours after 
surgery. Kittens four months and younger should be fed when fully awake – give them 
a small amount of canned food or chicken or white fish.  

RELEASE

Assuming recovery is progressing normally, release feral male cats 24 hours after surgery. 
Females should be kept for two to three days. If a feral cat shows a high stress level (eg. 
repeated attempts to escape the trap such that the cat causes skin abrasions) you should 
release sooner. If the cat has been nursing kittens and they are less than two weeks old, 
release her 10 hours after surgery so that she may continue nursing as soon as possible, 
assuming there is no sign of infection at her suture site and her recovery is progressing 
normally. Cats should be fully conscious, clear-eyed, and alert before release. An extended 
recovery period may be required in some circumstances, such as when treating a cat for a URI, 
deep wound or laceration, or if weather conditions at the release date are severe (eg. 
hurricane, blizzard).  

Always take the cat back to the place where you trapped it and where it is being fed. It is 
safest to release at night, for the cat’s sake and yours. Place the front of the trap so that it 
opens on to an area as free of obstructions as possible and not facing a busy street. 

THESE ARE SCARED, UNTAMED ANIMALS. PLEASE BE CAREFUL WHEN HANDLING THE CAGE 
WITH A CAT INSIDE. IT IS RARE, BUT IF BITTEN, SEEK MEDICAL ATTENTION. 

SUTURES DO NOT NEED REMOVAL 

All feral cats are identified as being altered by a tipped left ear. This is to prevent putting cats 
through unnecessary stress and anaesthesia if trapped again. 
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